The light-harvesting properties of cationic conjugated polymers are used to sensitize the emission of a dye on a specific peptide nucleic acid (PNA) sequence for the purpose of homogeneous, ''real-time'' DNA detection. Signal transduction is controlled by hybridization of the neutral PNA probe and the negative DNA target. Electrostatic interactions bring the hybrid complex and cationic polymer within distances required for Fö rster energy transfer. Conjugated polymer excitation provides fluorescein emission >25 times higher than that obtained by exciting the dye, allowing detection of target DNA at concentrations of 10 pM with a standard fluorometer. A simple and highly sensitive assay with optical amplification that uses the improved hybridization behavior of PNA͞DNA complexes is thus demonstrated.
M
ethods for DNA sequence identification in real time and with high sensitivity are of great scientific and economic interest (1) (2) (3) . Their applications include medical diagnostics, identification of genetic mutations, gene delivery monitoring, and specific genomic techniques (4) . Cationic organic dyes, such as ethidium bromide and thiazole orange, emit when intercalated into the grooves of double-stranded DNA and serve as direct DNA hybridization probes, but lack sequence specificity (5, 6) . Energy͞electron transfer chromophore pairs for strand-specific assays exist, but require chemical labeling of two nucleic acids or dual modification of the same altered strand (i.e., molecular beacons) (7, 8) . Difficulties in labeling two DNA sites result in low yields, high costs, and singly labeled impurities, which lower detection sensitivity (9) . Much of the motivation behind improving DNA sensing is to develop simple and economic methods for evaluating strand-specific hybridization that uses the ease of homogeneous fluorescence assays with minimal DNA modification and enhanced signal amplification.
Conjugated polymers (CPs) are characterized by a delocalized electronic structure and can be used as highly responsive optical reporters for chemical and biological targets (10, 11) . Because the effective conjugation length is substantially shorter than the number of repeat units, the backbone serves to hold a series of conjugated segments in close proximity. Thus, CPs are efficient for light harvesting and enable optical amplification via Förster transfer (12) . Water-soluble CPs show exceptional fluorescence quenching efficiencies in the presence of oppositely charged acceptors and are of particular interest for transduction of biological recognition events (13) .
Spontaneous interpolymer complexation between cationic polyelectrolytes and DNA is known and is largely the result of cooperative electrostatic forces (14) (15) (16) . Hydrophobic interactions between aromatic polymer units and DNA bases were also recently recognized (17) . The free energy of polyelectrolyte͞ DNA interactions is controlled by the structure of the participating species, in conjunction with solution variables such as pH, ionic strength, and temperature (18) . The strength and specificity of these interactions has recently been coordinated to recognize the tertiary structure of plasmid DNA (19) .
The recent introduction of peptide nucleic acids (PNAs) opened the door for new research and diagnostic applications (20, 21) . In PNAs, the negatively charged phosphate linkages in DNA are replaced with peptomimetic neutral amide linkages.
PNA͞DNA complexes form more quickly and are tighter and more specific than analogous DNA͞DNA complexes (22) . These properties are largely caused by the absence of the Coulombic repulsion found between negatively charged DNA strands. PNA complexes are thus more thermally stable and, by virtue of their backbone, less susceptible to biological degradation by nucleases, proteases, and peptidases (23, 24) . Additionally, their general insensitivity to ionic strength and pH during hybridization provides a wider platform for DNA detection.
A scheme for detecting PNA͞DNA interactions based on the considerations given above is shown in Scheme 1. Consider a solution that contains a cationic-conjugated polymer (CCP, shown in green) and a PNA strand (shown in blue) labeled with a chromophore dye (C*). The optical properties of the CCP and C* are chosen to favor Förster energy transfer (FRET) from CCP (donor) to C* (acceptor) (25) . In the initial solution no electrostatic interactions are present, resulting in an average CCP-C* distance too large for effective FRET. Single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) is then added and an appropriate annealing protocol is followed. Situation A corresponds to addition of a complementary ssDNA (shown in red), which hybridizes with the target PNA. Hybridization endows the C*-bearing macromolecule with multiple negative charges. Electrostatic interactions should cause the formation of a complex and a decrease in the average CCP-C* distance, allowing for FRET. When a ssDNA that does not match the PNA sequence is added (shown in red), situation B, hybridization does not take place. Electrostatic complexation occurs only between the CCP and DNA while the CCP-PNA-C* distance remains too large for FRET. PNA͞ssDNA hybridization is therefore measured by FRET efficiency, or the enhanced C* emission. The overall scheme serves as a probe for the presence of specific ssDNA sequences in solution.
Scheme 1 was tested by using the cationic water-soluble CP poly(9,9-bis(6Ј-N,N,N-trimethylammonium)-hexyl)-f luorene phenylene) containing iodide counteranions (1, in Scheme 2) (26) . A PNA probe corresponding to a CAGTCCAGTGAT-ACG base sequence (in Scheme 2) with fluorescein at the 5Ј position of the strand was used as PNA-C* (blue fragment in Scheme 1). The absorption and emission spectra of 1 and PNA-C* in Fig. 1 show an optical window for the excitation of 1, between the DNA, PNA, and C* absorptions. There is excellent overlap between the emission of 1 and the absorption of C* to ensure FRET.
The PNA-C* probe ([PNA-C*] ϭ 2.5 ϫ 10 buffer, i.e., at low ionic strength, and the subsequent melting was monitored by UV͞visible spectroscopy (28) . Addition of 1 in water ([1] ϭ 2.3 ϫ 10 Ϫ7 M) and comparison of the resulting fluorescence (Fig. 2 ) reveals a FRET ratio Ͼ11 times higher for the PNA͞DNA hybrid, relative to the noncomplementary pair. § These FRET differences demonstrate the validity of Scheme 1. Furthermore, the fluorescein emission is more than eight times more intense than that obtained from direct C* excitation in the absence of 1. ¶ The increased C* emission in the energy transfer complex indicates the optical amplification provided by the CP. The sensitized acceptor emission is turned on by the addition of complementary DNA. Examination of Fig. 2 shows a small fluorescein signal from the nonhybridized PNA probe (situation B, Scheme 1), which § The FRET ratio is defined as the integrated acceptor emission over the integrated emission of the donor. ¶ Fluorescein at pH ϭ 5.5 is not in its high quantum yield dianionic form, thus we would expect higher C* emission at higher pH, but at the expense of charge neutrality on the PNA-C* complex. Scheme 2. Molecular structure of 1 and the PNA-C* and DNA sequences. results from hydrophobic interactions between 1 and PNA-C* (29, 30) . Solutions containing 10% ethanol, under the identical conditions as the experiments shown in Fig. 2 , show a decrease in C* emission. The presence of the organic solvent decreases hydrophobic interactions and reduces C* emission by a factor of 3, at which point the signal is almost undetectable with a standard fluorometer.
A water-soluble conjugated oligomer, (4, in Scheme 3), of similar chemical structure to that of 1 was also examined within the context of Scheme 1. Although the smaller molecule will not display the same signal amplification, it is useful to deconvolute structure property relationships, which are difficult to determine with the inherent polydispersity and batch-to-batch variations found in polymers. Further, in aqueous media, 4 is considerably more soluble than 1, and hydrophobic interactions with neutral PNA should not be as severe. implies that use of CPs with higher molecular weights will lead to higher FRET ratios. We thus anticipate that significantly higher sensitivity can be achieved. In summary, it is possible to take advantage of the optical amplification of CPs to detect DNA hybridization to a singly labeled PNA strand. This method provides a homogeneous assay that uses the ease of f luorescence detection methods and capitalizes on the enhanced hybridization behavior found in PNA-DNA interactions. As shown in Figs. 2 and 3 , the reporter emission ''turns on'' only when the target ssDNA is present in solution. The overall strategy also eliminates the need for multiple probes and complex DNA structures. In a practical assay, donor emission could easily be filtered off and light intensity measured with a simple photodiode. The concept could also be used in PCR analysis or, because of the large signal amplification, as a stand-alone assay for the detection of a specific DNA sequence. Additionally, PNAs also have the ability to form triplex structures by binding to double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) and to invade a dsDNA sequence and displace the DNA strand of the same sequence (31) (32) (33) . We expect that such interactions would allow the use of PNA-C*͞CP sensor platforms to be used in direct dsDNA detection. Further optimization of CP structure͞optical properties with a better understanding of the forces that control the association between conjugated polyelectrolytes, DNA, and PNA will yield superior detection platforms.
